Abstract. Free vibration analysis of Kirchhoff plate by the Boundary Element Method is presented in the paper. The boundary integral equation are derived according to the Bettie theorem. The collocation version of BEM with non-singular approach with one and double collocation points is used. The constant type of element is introduced. Boundary support at selected point is modelled as support in vicinity of point along single boundary element.
Introduction
Plates supported at points, in vicinity of selected points, for example by the columns, are often used in building structures. The bending problem of plates supported on boundary or rested on internal supports is the classic boundary issue in theory of plates and shells. The columns are often located on a plate edges. The first well known work included strict solutions of these problems is publication of Nadai [1] . Iguchi [2] considered free vibrations of thin plates supported at the corners. Kączkowski [3] applied double Fourier range of sines to derive a general solution of boundary problem of orthotropic rectangular plates with optional boundary conditions including internal supports located at the plate corners. Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger [4] analysed a static problem of a square plate rested on supports located at the corners by. The solutions as polynominals and range of cosines were assumed. Woźnica [5] solved analytically similar static and dynamic problem using Fourier transformation.
A lot of papers present numerical approach especially the Finite Difference Method (FDM), the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Finite Strip Method (FSM) as a useful tools in plate bending analysis. Wide review of the literature is included and cited by Guminiak and Sygulski [6] . The Boundary Element Method (BEM) was proposed as independent numerical tool for applied for engineering applications [7, 8] . Bèzine [9] and Stern [10] introduced BEM for analysis of plate bending according to Kirchhoff theory. Vander Weeën [11] proposed fundamental solutions for Reissner plate and used BEM to numerical analysis. Thick plates acoording to Reissner theory were analysed by Litewka and Sygulski [12] by the BEM. Authors applied fundamental solution derived by Ganowicz [13] . Myślecki [14, 15] , Myślecki and Oleńkiewicz [16] and Oleńkiewicz [17] applied BEM tech-nique in the anaysis of plates and surface structures. Authors also used Kupradze approach to formulate the boundary integral equation.
Modelling of plate bending with internal plate supports requires modification of governing boundary integral equation. The most popular approach was proposed by Bèzine [18] in which the forces at the internal supports are treated as unknown variables. This techniques is also used by de Paiva and Venturini [19, 20] , Hartmann and Zotemantel [21] and Abdel-Akher and Hartley [22] . Katsikadelis et al. [23] , Providakis and Toungelidis [24] applied technique of Bèzine to solve dynamic problems of thin plate. Katsikadelis [25] applied BEM in the analysis of plates in a wide range of engineering problems. Bèzine technique was applied by Guminiak and Sygulski to dynamic analysis of thin plates resting on internal kolumn suport [6] . Authors proposed modified boundary conditio and non-singular formulation of boundary integraf equation with elements of the constant type.
The present paper presents a simplified formulation for free vibration analysis of plates resting quasi at points located on the edges (on a small part of edges, along single boundary element). The modified formulation of boundary conditions and boundary integral equations was presented previously in [6] . According this formulation there is no need to introduce the equivalent shear forces at the boundary and concentrated forces at the plate corners.
Integral formulation of thin plate vibration
A free vibration problem of thin plate is considered. In each internal collocation point associated with single lumped mass there are introduced displacement vector
and inertial force vector
where ω is the plates natural frequency.
On the plate boundary, there are considered following amplitudes of variables: shear force n T , bending moment n M and deflection w, angle of rotation in normal direction n ϕ and angle of rotation in tangent direction s ϕ . The expression
denotes shear force for clamped and for simply-supported edges [26] : can be evaluated using a finite difference scheme of the deflection with two or more adjacent nodal values. In this analysis, the employed finite difference scheme includes the deflections of two adjacent nodes. The boundary integral equations are derived using Bettie theorem. Two plates are considered: infinite plate, subjected unit concentrated loading and the real one. As a result, the first boundary integral equation is in the form: 
where the fundamental solution of biharmonic equation
for a thin isotropic plate, x y − = r , δ is Dirac delta and
depends on localization of point x and
, when x is located inside the plate region,
, when x is located on the smooth boundary and
, when x is located outside the plate region. The second boundary integral equation can be derived by substituting of unit concentrated force
It is equivalent to differentiate the first boundary integral equation (5) on n direction in point x on a plate boundary.
and y  x  y  x  y   ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  )  (   ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , The second boundary integral equation can be also introduced by additional collocation point, which is located in the same normal line outside the plate edge. According this approach, the second equation has the same mathematical form as the first one (5). This double collocation point approach was presented in publication [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Idea of the proposed approach and formulation of boundary integral equation in plate bending is shown in the Figure 1 . The boundary condition is defined as follow:
and the unknown boundary values are: shear force n T and n ϕ , the angle of rotation in direction n. An alternative approach can be achieved if the column support will be introduced and located near the plate edge (Fig. 2b) . The influence of column support localization on natural frequencies and modes is presented in [6] .
Construction of set of algebraic equation
A plate edge is discretized using boundary elements. In matrix notation the set of algebraic equation has the form: (9) is obtained by construction of the boundary integral equations for internal collocation points.
Elimination of boundary variables B from matrix equation (9) leads to a standard eigenvalue problem:
Comparison of numerical results
A square plate rested on the column supports and supported on boundary and skew plate supported on boundary are considered. The set of boundary elements of the constant type is regular. Each plate edge is divided by elements of the same length. The set of lumped masses is regular. The i th natural frequency is expressed in terms of parameter i µ :
where p ρ is a plate density. Presented BEM results are obtained for: BEM Iintroduced one collocation point located outside the plate edge; BEM II -introduced two collocation points located outside the plate edge.
A square plate rested on the column support and supported on boundary
A square plate supported on boundary and rested on the column support is considered (Fig. 3) . The results of calculation are verified using papers [5, 6] . The column supports cross-section is assumed as square area with one collocation point with edge length a [6] . The collocation points of boundary elements are located outside, near the plate edge. For one collocation point:
[6] where δ is distance of collocation point from the plate edge and d is the boundary element length. For two collocation points:
. The column support dimensions are:
. The number of all boundary elements is equal to 120 and the number of lumped masses is equal 225. The number of boundary elements describing free edge is equal 116 and they form a set of elements of equal length. The length of single boundary element support is equal to 1/5 of length of single elements describing free edge. Parameters i µ are presented in Table 1 and the first six modes are shows in Figure 4 . . The number of all boundary elements is equal to 120 and the number of lumped masses is equal 100. Number of boundary Table 2 and the first six modes are show in Figure 6 . 
Conclusions
In this paper a linear theory of free vibration analysis of thin plates has been presented. The BEM with modified, simplified formulation of boundary conditions was used as a numerical tool. In this formulation, there is no need to introduce the Kirchhoff forces at a plate corners and the equivalent shear forces at a plate boundary. The collocation version of boundary element method with constant elements and non-singular calculations of integrals were proposed. Formulation of boundary integral equation with one and two external collocation points is presented. Obtained BEM numerical results were compared with results taken from analytical and another BEM way [5, 6] and they indicate that BEM in presented approach could be useful in engineering analysis of plate vibration. The set of algebraic equation is constructed using Bèzine technique, which allows transform set of equation to standard eigenvalue problem. This approach is also called Domain Boundary Element Method (DBEM). Governing equations formulated according to DBEM can also be similarly formulated using Analog Equation Method (AEM). This approach was introduced by Katsikadelis [27] and applied by Nerantzaki and Katsikadelis [28] to dynamic analysis of plates with variable thickness.
